GAME-CHANGING PARTNERSHIP

Transform your business with APEX

No. 1 global leader in enterprise storage

A leader in worldwide Data Center Colocation and Interconnection Services

Be in charge of how and where you consume storage

With APEX Data Storage Services at Equinix data centers, easily deploy your as-a-Service resources to deliver the most value for your hybrid cloud strategy without sacrificing performance, security or control.

Benefits of colocation services:
- Up to 70% reduction in cloud connectivity costs
- Up to 60% reduction in network traffic costs
- Minimum 30% reduction in latency

90% of enterprise plan to use colocation services by 2022, up from 47% in 2020

Equinix offers low latency access to public cloud to deliver performance, cost and cost optimization.

SAFETY Firstline management and protection of your business

INTUITION Easy ordering in a matter of clicks – just choose your location in the APEX Console

CONVENIENCE Single point of contact and a single invoice from Dell Technologies

APLEX Data Storage Services at Equinix data centers is currently available in USA (Ashburn, VA and Santa Clara, CA), UK (London), Germany (Frankfurt), France (Paris) and Australia (Sydney).

FRICTIONLESS Remove complexity to deliver more value to your organization with solutions that are:

EXECUTIONLESS Simplify operations and ensure dynamism of data center management

INITIATIVE Easy ordering in a matter of clicks – just choose your location in the APEX Console

CONVENIENT Single point of contact and a single invoice from Dell Technologies

AGILITY Manage unpredictability by responding dynamically to changing business needs, with solutions that are:

EXPANDABLE Growth potential to new regions when and where you need it

DYNAMIC Rapidly establish connectivity to your cloud resources

RESPONSIVE敏捷地应对变数，根据您的实际需要提供解决方案

CONTROL Reduce risk with flexible storage services, enabling a true hybrid cloud strategy that is:

DISPENDABLE Leading technologies and 24x7 expertise for your success

VERSATILE Flexibility to consume your public cloud resources at any scale

SECURE Strong networking and disaster recovery services
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